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“c’be present book is the second 1, wne of a three-volume project on algebraic 
2; t@ifications. The key topics of this volume under review are module specifications 
2nd their interconnections, as means for the algebraic specification of modular 
systems, and their structuring and constraints as second topic. 
The book is not aimed at the development of a specific specification language 
for modular systems. It is devoted to the development of a suitable theoretical 
framework for the definition and investigation of concepts useful in algebraic 
specifications of modular systems. It starts with a short historical review of the roots 
from which the suggested concept of module specification arose. It is mainly 
influenced by the ideas of Pamas. 
The main components of a module specification are four algebraic specifications, 
called parameter, export interface, import interface, and body specification respec- 
tively which are interconnected by specification morphisms. 
Based on two forms of formal semantics of a module specification the notion of 
a correct specification is defined. Beside small examples a larger example, the 
specification of a modular airport schedule system, is used for illustration. 
Fundamental for the specification of modular systems are operations on module 
specifications which create the “horizontal struct:;re’* of the modular system. The 
introduced operations, called composition, union and actualization, are mainly used 
to demonstrate the way to define those operations and to prove the desireable 
properties of correctness preservation and compositionality with respect to the 
semantics. In order to demonstrate the power of the introduced formalism, additional 
operations like renaming, partial composition, recursion, product, and iteration are 
introduced and the main correctness and compositionality results are sketched. 
Vertical development steps create the second dimension of modular systems. As 
fundamental steps, realization and refinement are introduced, and it is shown under 
which conditions vertical development steps are compatible with the operations 
creating the horizontal structure. The concept of “development categories”, where 
the objects represent development s ages and the morphisms represent development 
steps, is a nice categorical framework which allows one to dcaP generally with 
compatibil jty problems of vertical developmez! SC ~2 a&f. !XW?ZCZ~~! 5rwwing of’ 
module specifications. 
In connection with the basic jntuitions on module specifications il comparison 
with the concepts of object-oriented software structuring as advacated for instance 
by Bertrand Meyer would have been useful. 
The second main topic of the book is a general concept of constraints which 
allows the unification of aII those aspects used so far in algebraic specifications that 
are related to higher-order logic or which are not essentially algebraic. The resulting 
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notion of “logic or constraints on algebraic specifications’* is very similar to the 
notion of institution introduced by Burstall and Goguen. This concept subsumes 
canons, Initial restrictions, data constraints, generating and free generating con- 
straints. Since the logic of constraints does no longer guarantee the existence of 
free constructions, user-defined constraints are only allowed in parameter and 
interface specifications but not in the body part of parameterited and module 
specifications. This allows the extension of nearly all constructions and results for 
module specifications and their basic operations to the case with constraints. The 
reviewer is not convinced of the necessity of putting the framework of constraints 
on top of equational algebraic specifications and that constraints cannot be dealt 
with in the framework of institutions. But, this kind of question will probably be 
discussed thoroughly in the forthcoming third volume. 
Finally, the introduced concepts are used to design two algebraic specification 
languages, called “Abstract Act One” and “Abstract Act Two” which does not only 
include constraints but are also institution-independent. 
The book requires some knowledge of category theory for understanding the 
mathematical framework. Category theory is basically used as a concise and 
appropriate language. 
The book should be read by everyone who is interested in the theoretical founda- 
tions of algebraic specifications. 
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